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Depress Voter Turnout?
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provide an interesting illustration of the
uncertainties regarding negative appeals.

advertising affects voters. Some have argued
for a "demobilization hypothesis," claiming
that negative ads undermine political efficacy
and depress voter turnout. Others, however,
have put forward a "stimulation hypothesis,"

Although presidential hopefuls George W.
Bush and John McCain both took an early

arguing that such advertising may have an
invigorating effect on the electorate.
Clearly, questions remain about the
effects of campaign advertising on voter
turnout. We believe that the debate has been
in part miscast, and that to focus on "negative

pledge to avoid negativity in their campaigns,
the gloves came off after McCain's surprise
Paul Freedman

advertising" in general terms is to paint with
too broad a brush. Rather, we suggest that the

victory in New Hampshire.
Bush moved into South Carolina with a
massive advertising campaign that questioned
McCain's conservative credentials, his record
as a reformer, and even his military record.
McCain responded by launching a full-scale
attack on Bush for breaking his pledge to
avoid negative campaigning. Characteris
tically, each candidate blamed his opponent
for launching the first strike, and the race
dissolved into a series of charges and counter
charges.

perceived fairness of a particular campaign
charge is more important than whether an
appeal is negative or positive in tone.
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In Virginia and
other states, voters
thought the attacks
were unfair.

Among the highlights: McCain accused
Bush of being anti-Catholic and a puppet of the

campaign advertising. In particular, it misses
differences in the perceived fairness of various

religious right; McCain alleged that the Bush
campaign illegally colluded with a special interest
to produce a multi-million dollar ad campaign

campaign charges. Past research and common
sense should lead us to expect that voters see
some charges—even some personal criticisms—
as legitimate, while others are viewed as out
of bounds.
In order to explore how voters perceive

attacking McCain's record on the environment;
Bush attacked McCain for being in the pocket of
the very special interests he had pledged to
defeat; and Bush made a campaign appearance
with a veteran's group that claimed McCain was
a traitor to all Vietnam veterans.
Exit poll data suggest that the campaigns'
negativity was not lost on the voters. In South
Carolina, Michigan, New York, Virginia, Rhode
Island, and California, at least a third of voters
(and often more than four in ten) agreed that at
least one of the candidates had attacked unfairly.
With all this negativity, advocates of the demobi
lization hypothesis might have predicted a
decline in turnout. And yet, the opposite seems to
have occurred.
In 13 of the 18 states that held primaries
before McCain withdrew, turnout reached record
levels. Overall, in the Republican primaries held
through March 12, turnout was up 4.3 percent,
and at the highest level since Barry Goldwater
ran in 1964. Moreover, some analysts suggest that
Independent voters—precisely those thought to
be most susceptible to the demobilizing effects of
negativity—fueled much of the surge in turnout.
While it would obviously be premature to
claim that the 2000 Republican primary races
provide conclusive evidence for the stimulation
hypothesis, the results do add fuel to the debate.
How, and under what circumstances do
various kinds of political appeals affect potential
voters?
Thus far, a tacit assumption has guided
much of the debate about the impact of campaign
advertising. For the most part, it has been
assumed that, in the eyes of the voter, all negative
ads are essentially created equal. While some
researchers employ three-category coding
schemes (differentiating among "positive" "nega
tive" and "contrast" ads, for example) and others
have distinguished between character- and issuebased attacks, most have assumed that voters fail
to differentiate among the wide range of charges
that candidates make in their television ads. Too
often, charges running the gamut from accusa
tions of marital infidelity to criticisms of an
incumbent's voting record are lumped together as
"attack advertising."
We believe that to group together this
diverse range of campaign conduct is to paint
with too broad a brush, and risks missing impor
tant differences in the way that voters respond to

campaign charges and what their impact might
be, we conducted two telephone surveys of regis
tered voters in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
These projects, sponsored by the Sorensen
Institute for Political Leadership at the
University of Virginia (SIPL) with support from
the Pew Charitable Trusts, were conducted by
the Center for Survey Research (CSR) at the
University of Virginia in the fall of 1998 and
spring of 1999. In June of 1997, the Sorensen
Institute received a grant from the Trusts to
develop and test a training program for first-time
state and local candidates. As part of the curricu
lum development, the Institute began a survey
research project aimed at developing a better
understanding of public perceptions about can
didate behavior and how it might influence their
voting decisions.
The first survey was conducted from
October 6 to October 22,1998, with a sample of
634 registered voters. This survey was designed
to probe respondents' assessments of the fairness
of various hypothetical campaign charges. The
second survey used these assessments—and the
same hypothetical charges—as the basis for a
series of experimental manipulations, in which a
new sample of voters was randomly assigned to a
series of campaign vignettes. Respondents were
presented with set of hypothetical scenarios and
asked to evaluate the candidates and their tactics.
This survey was in the field from March 26 to
April 13,1999, and included interviews with 603
registered Virginia voters.

Perceptions of Campaign Fairness
In to
thelearn
first more
surveyabout
(1998)
how
ourvoters
primary
perceive
goal was
the
appeals candidates often make in their campaign
advertising. In particular we wanted to explore
voters' perceptions about the fairness of various
charges that are commonly employed in the
course of campaigns. To that end, we asked
respondents to rate a series of twelve charges as
being very fair, somewhat fair, somewhat unfair,
or very unfair.
As Table 1 indicates, there is a consider
able amount of variation in what voters view as
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fair and unfair campaign criticism. While the
vast majority (80%) agrees that criticizing a can
didate for "talking one way and voting another"
is fair game, only a small minority (8%) con
dones the criticism of a candidate's family mem
bers. A candidate's voting record, the sources of
his or her campaign funds, the business practices
of a candidate, and current personal troubles like
alcoholism or smoking marijuana were all seen
as "fair" or "very fair" campaign criticisms by a
majority of respondents. In contrast, criticizing
past personal troubles or extramarital affairs, or
trying to tar an opponent with the personal
behavior of his party leaders, was seen as fair by
relatively small minorities of voters.
These charges can be usefully collapsed
into three categories of perceived fairness: fair
(charges seen as "very" or "somewhat fair" by
more than two-thirds of the sample), moderate
(seen as fair by between one-third and twothirds), and unfair (seen as fair by less than a
third of the sample).
It is clear from these results that all cam
paign attacks are not created equal when it
comes to public perceptions. Instead, voters
make clear distinctions among different kinds of
campaign criticisms, and they do so in ways that
make sense. Voters tend to see charges that focus
on job performance (such as voting records),
campaign funding, and business activity as more
legitimate than charges concerning personal
behavior or the behavior of family members and
party leaders. Further, voters distinguish
between charges about current activity and past
actions. Criticizing opponents' past personal

troubles and extramarital affairs is seen as fair
game by smaller proportions than is criticism of
current behavior.
Perceptions of campaign fairness are
therefore responsive to the nature of the charges
leveled by candidates. However, we should also
expect perceptions to vary with characteristics of
voters themselves. Some people, after all, are
simply more tolerant of hard-hitting campaign
discourse, while others may be apt to see even
mild criticism as unduly harsh. Our analysis sug
gests that all citizens do not see all campaign
discourse—even the same campaign discourse—
in the same light. Married people are less toler
ant of campaign criticism than those who are
single or divorced, blacks are less tolerant than
whites, and women are slightly (but not signifi
cantly) less tolerant than men. Perceptions of
fairness rise with education, income, and per
haps surprisingly, age: older voters are actually
more tolerant of campaign criticism than
younger voters (although there is some evidence
that tolerance decreases among the very oldest
respondents). In short, if all campaign criticism
is not created equal, neither are voters.
Thus, research that considers all political
advertising or campaign conduct that offers a
criticism of one's opponent to be "negative" will
fail to capture the significant and intriguing
variation in voters' actual perceptions. The
category "negative ad" is simply too blunt an
instrument to account for the variations in voter
perceptions, and a simple focus on tone will miss
interesting and potentially important nuances in
the way that ads are perceived.

TABLE 1 Perceived Fairness of Campaign Conduct
Criticizing Opponent for.
talking one way and voting another
his/her voting record
his/her business practices
taking money from special interest groups
taking money from individuals with ethical problems
current personal troubles
current extramarital affairs
political actions of his/her party's leaders
past extramarital affairs
past personal troubles
personal lives of his/her party's leaders
behavior of his/her family members
Source: U.Va./Sorensen 1998 Survey.

Percent Very or Somewhat Fair
80.7
75.8
71.0
70.7
63.0
56.1
45.1
37.1
27.8
25.9
19.1
7.7
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Perceived Fairness and Turnout
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our second survey of Virginia voters, conducted
in the spring of 1999, in which we embedded a
series of hypothetical campaign scenarios or
vignettes. These vignettes were created with the
findings from our first survey. Each respondent in
our second survey was confronted with a series of
five randomly assigned vignettes.
The vignettes involved two candidates run
ning for an unspecified office. In each, a hypo
thetical candidate (Candidate A, the initiator)
runs an ad making one of twelve charges, taken
directly from our first survey. The charges are lev
eled against his or her opponent (Candidate B,
the responder) who counters with one of the
same twelve charges (or, in one set of vignettes,
does not respond to the charge, but "continues
campaigning as before"). The charges were ran
domly assigned, but selected so that charges from
each category of fairness (fair, moderate, unfair)
would appear with the same frequency.
Because each of the 603 respondents was
presented with five vignettes, we have an effective
sample of 3,015 vignettes. Recall that candidate
A leads with a charge taken from the low, medi
um, or high perceived fairness categories, and
candidate B either does not counterattack or
responds with one of the same charges.
After each vignette, respondents were
asked a series of questions about whether they
intended to vote and, if so, for which candidate.
For now we focus on the simple question of
intended turnout.
Most proponents of the demobilization
hypothesis argue that negativity in general serves
to suppress turnout. Our data suggest that
turnout does indeed vary by the nature of the
charges traded, but that the effect is more com
plicated than the demobilization hypothesis sug
gests. First, keep in mind that all of our vignettes
represent "attacks" of one sort or another; by
definition, these manipulations involve one can
didate criticizing another. As Figure 1 illustrates,
turnout varies considerably with the perceived
fairness of this criticism. Consider as a baseline
an exchange of moderately fair charges (e.g., crit
icizing a candidate for taking money from people
with ethical problems, and criticizing a candidate
for current personal problems). A respondent
randomly assigned to such an exchange would
have a .66 probability of voting. By contrast, an
individual subjected to a pair of fair charges (e.g.,
criticizing voting records or business practices)
would have a voting probability of .81, and a

respondent assigned to the fair charge/unfair
response condition, a probability of .79.
In general, turnout rises as the fairness of
charges and countercharges increases: for any
given charge, turnout tends to be higher when the
countercharge is more fair, lower when the count
er is less fair. There is, of course, one striking
exception to this pattern: For any given charge,
turnout is higher—significantly higher—when
the attacked candidate refrains from responding
and instead, "continues to campaign as before."
When a fair charge is followed by no response,
for example, the probability of turnout is a full
.92. Turnout is equally high (a probability of .93)
when a moderate charge is followed by no
response; and even when a candidate levels an
unfair charge (criticizing the behavior of family
members, for example), the probability of turnout
is as high as .89 when his or her opponent
remains silent.
What explains these findings? We believe
that respondents are essentially rewarding candi
dates for staying "above the fray," and this
increased support is resulting in higher turnout.
In each case in which a candidate fails to respond
to an attack, vote choice is highest for the candi
date who refrains from striking back. In part, this
pattern may reflect an aversion on the part of
some citizens to the rough-and-tumble of poli
tics; in part, it may stem from a desire to reward
what is perceived as "good behavior."
From a practical standpoint, of course, we
would never advise a candidate not to respond in
the face of an attack. As any campaign profes
sional will point out, a charge unanswered is a
charge that will be repeated (perhaps in increas
ingly forceful terms) until ultimately it has to be
denied or addressed in some manner. Our exper
imental vignettes are quite obviously artificial
creations, and one salient feature is that they are
essentially single-shot games, with no opportuni
ty for follow-up. Despite this inherent limitation,
the fact that even unfair charges can lead to high
levels of turnout when they are met by no
response suggests that unfair charges in and of
themselves may not have demobilizing effects.
Indeed, there is only a single pattern of
charge and countercharge that produces signifi
cant demobilization relative to the moderate/
moderate baseline. It is only when an unfair
charge is met by an unfair response that turnout
falls below 60 percent (to 58.8 percent). While
this effect appears striking, it turns out to be con
fined to a single subgroup of citizens: those who
are least attentive to politics.
A more detailed statistical analysis, reveals
that the decline in turnout is concentrated
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among people who pay less attention to govern
ment and politics, while the politically engaged
are relatively unaffected by the fairness of the
charges. In the moderate/moderate condition,
for example, an average respondent would have a
.61 probability of voting if she reported paying
"not very much" attention to government and
politics, rising to .70 if she paid "a great deal of
attention". In the unfair/unfair condition, an
inattentive respondent would only have a .32
chance of voting—a demobilization effect of
more than 29 percentage points. At the highest
level of attention, a respondent in the
unfair/unfair condition would vote with almost
the same probability as her counterpart in the
moderate/moderate exchange: .65, a drop-off of
less than five points. Thus, the demobilizing
effects of the unfair/unfair condition are contin
gent upon political attention, and confined to
citizens with relatively lower levels of attention
to politics.

Conclusion
This debate
research
over
makes
the effects
two contributions
of political advertis
to the
ing. First, we have shown that the nature of the
attack matters. We find that voters differentiate
between various kinds of campaign attacks.

Voters see some attacks (those that focus on vote
record or consistency between words and actions,
for example) as more legitimate or fair than
attacks on a candidate's family or revelations
about past personal indiscretions. Importantly,
we find that perceptions of fairness matter for
voter turnout. While proponents of the demobi
lization hypothesis have argued that negativity
leads to a reduction in turnout, our findings sug
gest that this is not always the case. Our analysis
of the vignettes showed that the probability of
turnout rises and falls with the perceived fairness
of both charge and countercharge in a given
exchange. Significantly, turnout is consistently at
its highest when the attacked candidate opts for
no counterattack, suggesting that voters may
reward candidates for staying above the fray. We
find evidence for a substantial demobilizing
effect in only one pattern of charge and counter
charge: when both candidates engage in an
exchange of unfair charges.
This last finding leads to the paper's sec
ond important contribution: While unfair/unfair
exchanges do lead to a decline in turnout, the
demobilizing effect is limited to relatively inat
tentive voters. According to our analysis, the
effect is prominent at lower levels of political
attention, but essentially disappears among

FIGURE 1 Predicted Turnout for Each Combination of Charge/Response
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highly attentive individuals. The demobilizing
effects of "negative" advertising therefore appear
to be seriously limited: Turnout appears to be
depressed only in cases in which both candidates
trade blows widely perceived as unfair, and even
then, only among the least politically attentive
citizens.
These findings offer a critical refinement
to both the demobilization and stimulation
hypotheses, and may help explain contradictory
findings by other researchers. "Negativity" as
commonly defined encompasses too broad a
scope of political discourse. If we are to develop
a clear understanding of the effects of campaign
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advertising on potential voters, we must develop
finer instruments for examining tone and con
tent. Voter perceptions of fairness offer one
promising avenue for such development.
Finally, what light, if any, might these
findings shed on the recent Republican presiden
tial primaries? Recall that, as described earlier,
these races featured unusually high turnout even
in the face of unusually high levels of negativity.
Clearly this is inconsistent with the basic prem
ise of the demobilization hypothesis. More to the
point however, exit poll data suggested that both
candidates were seen as having campaigned
unfairly, precisely the condition that even we
suggest may lead to a drop in voter turnout. How
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then to reconcile these developments with the
findings we report here?
The answer is quite simple, and hinges on
the fact that the demobilizing effect of mutual
unfairness is mediated by a citizen's attention to
politics; it is only among the relatively inattentive
that unfairness lead to a drop in turnout. Yet
primary voters are arguably among the most
attentive citizens one can find. One therefore
should be not at all surprised to see that no
demobilization took place. Indeed, the fact that
these voters appear to have been stimulated by
the intensity of the campaigns suggests that
under certain conditions, even unfair appeals can
have an invigorating effect on voter turnout. #
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